
Outdoor smoking 
areas and compliance  
 
A recent survey of Oregon adults showed 
83% agree that people should be protected 
from secondhand smoke outside.  
For businesses that choose to allow 
outdoor smoking or vaping, the smoking  
or vaping areas must not be enclosed. 

Oregon’s 
Indoor Clean 
Air Act (ICAA)

About the law:
The ICAA bans smoking or vaping indoors 
where people work, public places and 
within 10 feet of all entrances, exits, 
ramps to an entrance or exit, windows 
that open and air-intake vents.  

Be informed:
For more information and resources on 
Oregon’s ICAA, go to: 
www.healthoregon.org/morefreshair
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Alternate format:
This document can be provided upon 
request in an alternate format for 
individuals with disabilities or in a language 
other than English for people with limited 
English skills. To request this publication 
in another format or language, contact 
Tobacco Prevention and Education Program 
(TPEP) at 971-673-0984 or by email  
More.FreshAir@state.or.us

Signs are available for download and printing at:  
www.healthoregon.org/morefreshair



Businesses can comply 
with the law by:  
• Not allowing smoking or vaping within 

10 feet of doors, windows and vents of 
any indoor workplace or public place. 

• Posting signs that say “no smoking  
or vaping within 10 feet” at all building 
entrances and exits.

• Marking all outdoor tables, seating  
or dining areas within 10 feet of doors, 
windows and vents as non-smoking  
and non-vaping. 

• Removing ashtrays and other containers 
for smoking and inhalant delivery system 
(debris, e-liquid bottles, packaging) from 
outdoor locations within 10 feet of doors, 
windows and vents.  

What is an “enclosed area”?
According to the ICAA, OAR 333-015-0030(8) and OAR 333-015-0030(30): 

“Enclosed area” means all space between a floor and a ceiling enclosed on two or more sides by 
permanent or temporary walls or windows, exclusive of doors, passageways or gaps. If no ceiling 
is present, “enclosed area” means all space included on three or more sides by permanent or 
temporary walls or windows, exclusive of doors, passageways or gaps. 

“Wall” means any architectural partition, permanent or temporary, with a height and length 
greater than its thickness, used to divide or enclose an area or to support another structure. Walls 
include, but are not limited to, partitions constructed of plastic, mesh or other screening materials, 
slats, louvered blinds, fabric, blankets, and partitions with latticing or other open framework.

Three sides and no ceiling   Two or more sides

The illustrations below show examples of an outdoor enclosed area:

Enclosed despite the gap              Two sides and a ceiling


